
      

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



Is there anything that you feel that the school has done well 

during the pandemic lockdown? 

 Kept us informed 

 Kept parents up to date 

 Given work but not checked 

 Communication 

 Kept in touch 

 Keeping in touch with us and printing the work packs off as we don’t have 

a printer 

 Welfare checks 

 Always making sure we have enough work 

 Making sure we had plenty of workbooks to use was fantastic 

 Engaging parents in communication 

 Given out study materials 

 Maintained contact with child 

 Was all good 

 So far happy with how school have handling with problem 

 Supply of adequate information 

 Called and asked about how the children are doing 

 Plenty of work.  Providing booklets and stationary. Welfare calls 

 Support 

 Supporting parent and children 

 Communication between parent and teacher was great 

 We were happy getting learning packs 

 communication 

 

Is there anything else that you would like to suggest in order to improve our 

provision at Snape Wood Primary - so that we can do the best for the children 

and the community? 

 Access to more paper based learning 

 More home learning activity online 

 Encourage adults collecting to wear masks as it is a crowd with no protection 

 So far, so good 

 Can’t think of anything at the moment 

 Maybe a weekly class zoom? I think this would be nice for the children to actually 

see their class teacher and school friends and would motivate them to do more 

work and put more effort into it too. 

 Music class 

 

 



ACTIONS TO RESPONSES 

 Given work but not checked 

The packs that were sent out previously had answers attached.  Moving 

forward we will look into how to support parents with the work and how to 

include the answers to help. 

 Maybe a weekly class zoom? I think this would be nice for the children to actually 

see their class teacher and school friends and would motivate them to do more 

work and put more effort into it too. 

We are looking into remote live learning – We will be using TEAMS – It is essential that we have an 

up to date email address. 

 Music class 

We have started to upload our singing songs onto our assembly rota – we can put them up on the 

website.  There are links to music on the remote learning from NST. 

 Access to more paper based learning 

We will try to maintain this but most of the learning will be online.  Please keep communicating with 

school. 

 More home learning activity online 

We are uploading and anticipate that we continue to provide on-line learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


